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Abstract. Forthe issues of feature extraction and scene recognitionin the complexwireless
transmission channel, this paper presents a feature recognition based on a "fingerprint library"
algorithm. The algorithm is fully tap the different scenarios, differentiated features within the
different regions of the radio channel, for different channel parameters were extracted using the
improved KNN algorithm to classify the channel scene. Simulation analysis and experimental data
show that the algorithm solves the channel characteristics problemsof wireless channel parameter
extraction and channel scene recognition.
Introduction
The wireless communication not only lead to the rapid development of the global economy,but
also have a profound impact on human life and social development. In mobile communication,the
radio channel between the sender and the receiver is closely related to the surrounding environment,
the radio channel in different environments have some differentiating features. Differentiated features
wireless channel radio channel called "fingerprint". Radio channel "fingerprint" feature extraction
and matching algorithms, that is, extract differentiated featuresof different scenes or differentiation
characteristics in different regions of the wireless channel based on a priori model and test data, and
then analyzed and summarized the "fingerprint" and gives clear and accurate "mathematical
description." How to find or extract these characteristics and apply to optimize the wireless network,
it is currently a hot topic.
[1] [1] introduced the varying channel estimation method, but not make presentation and analysis
ofhow to extractthe channel characteristic parameters, channel estimation performance is poor, and
cannot be used for time varying channel. 错误!未找到引用源。错误!未找到引用源。错误!未找
到引用源。 introduced the calculation methodof Dopplershift and Les K factor, but the application
environment is slowly fading channel, it is not fit to change thescene ofvarying channel.错误!未找
到引用源。proposed a PDP algorithm for time-varying channel parameter extraction, but it is good
performance at high SNR, when the SNR is low, the channel parameter extraction failed. 错误!未找
到引用源。错误!未找到引用源。错误!未找到引用源。describes the application of KNN
classification algorithm, under which the modelsneed sufficiently large sample space, when the
sample space is small, the algorithm errors. Based on the analysisabove, this paper put forward an
algorithm to identify the channel scene with the extraction oftime-varying channel characteristic
parameters andmatch the channel characteristics using the improved KNN algorithm.
Varying channel feature extraction
Take into account of the diversity and complexity of the time-varying wireless channel , this
paperconsider the main factors affecting the quality of the channel are: RMS delay spread, varying
characteristics of the channel and the Les K factor and other parameters.
Channel impulse response value acquisition. In order to improve the transmission quality of the
signal, filteris usually addedto the transmitter and receiver systems. The real impact of thechannel
measurementfrom the transceiver and sender filter can be equivalently represented by a function
g(k) , the result of the channel measurements as follow:
M -1

r (k )   h( k - m)  g ( m) k  0,1, , K -1 (1)
m0
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Usually, the characteristic parameter extraction requires real channel responsein some conditions,
so the influence of the equivalent filter function need to be eliminatedfirstly. The equivalent filter
actually has a low-pass characteristic, and the high-frequency componentwill be filtered out after the
convolution of the channel response and theequivalent filter, therefore it cannot simply use the
method of de-convolution for channel response recovery. It can be regarded as the input signal, and
then the question can be converted to an issue which is known received signal and the channel
response, it is fit to usethe method of least squares estimation.
Set a sample number K , in general K  L , the nth channel impulse response of the samples is:
T
h( n )   h0 ( n ), h1 ( n )  hL ( n )  (2)
The equivalent filter is g ( k )   g ( k ), g ( k  1)  g ( k  M  1)  , in which M is the sample points of
transmitting and receiving filter.
The received datamatrix of equivalent filter is defined as follow：
T

M 1

r (k , n)   h(k  m, n)  g ( m)  u ( k , n) (3)
m 0

among them k  0,1, K 1, n  0,1, N 1.(3)can be abbreviated written as a vector form:
r(n) = Ghl (n)+ u(n) (4)
Channel Estimation equations can be establishedwith the algorithm of least-squares:
2
hˆ ( n )  arg min r ( n )  Gh( n ) (5)
RMS delay spread (RMS-DS) extract. In the mobile radio communication system from the
transmitter to the receiver, the signal tends to go through more than one path, which is called
multipath propagation, also known as small-scale fading. Small-scale fading have a critical impact on
the transmission quality of the signal, so its design determines the choice of transmission technology
and digital receivers. Radio channel is mainly composed of small-scale fading, multipath propagation
delay spread and Doppler spread.
After the formula(5) gives the channel response value, the equivalence of the TDE, sinusoidal
frequency estimation and DOA estimation was taken used to get the multipath delaywith MUSIC
spatial spectrum estimation algorithm
L 1

h(k )   hl   (k   l ), k =1,0,...,K -1 (6)
l 0

Change the channel hˆ ( n) to the corresponding Fourier transform, and the frequency-domain
signal samples, set the sampling frequency fs , number of samples N, f k   f S l / N . And formula (6)
changesto:
L 1

H (k )   hl  e j2πfk k , k  0,1, , K  1 (7)
l 0

Delay estimation problem thus converts to complex sinusoidal signal frequency estimation. The
channel autocorrelation matrix was corresponding to characteristics decomposition, take D


eigenvector corresponding the largest eigenvalues span the signal subspace U S , and the noise


subspace U N was spanned with eigenvectors corresponding the small eigenvalues




U S  [V1 , V2 ,..., VD ] , U N  [VD 1 , VD  2 ,..., VL ] (8)

Autocorrelation matrix can be expressed as:
D

R   iVV
i i 
i 1

L



i  D 1
 j2πf s i / N

Among it, ei  [1, e

D

2
2
iVV
i i   Ai ei ei   N I (9)

,e

i 1
 j2πf s i / N 2

,..., e j2πfs i / N (L -1) ]T Ai is the constant coefficients,  N2 is the
,

noise power, I is the unit matrix.
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It can be proved that {V1 ,V2 ,...,VD } and {e1 , e2 ,..., eD } span to the same space, and U S

is



orthogonalto U N , so

ei H

L

 V

j  D 1

l

j

 0, i  1, 2,..., D (10)

Therefore, when e  ei

1
S MUSIC ( f ) 
  (11)


H
H
e UN UN e
The Lth multipath delay of the nth sample can be obtained by the MUSIC spectrum:
τ (n)   0 ,1 ,, L  , n  0,1,..., N -1 (12)
Define the power of the Lth multipath delay of the nth sample, and its expression is calculated:
2
Pl ( k , n )  hl ( k , n ) (13)
among them k  0,1,K 1 .So finally can get RMS delay spread expression:
2

 k  K 1

P
(
k
,
n
)

(
k
,
n
)

l
  Pl (k , n) (k , n) 
 (14)
  k 0k  K 1
 rms (n)  k 0 k  K 1

Pl (k , n)
Pl (k , n) 



k 0
k 0


Feature extraction of the time varying channel. In order to distinguish the varying feature of
the channel over time, now define the nth received signal energy:
k  K 1

K 1

Pr _ sig ( n)   r ( n, k )

2

2

(15)

k 0

The faster the signal energy changes in the time-domain, the more high frequency components in
the frequency domain. To characterize the rate of speed received signal energy varies with time, FFT
and normalization process can be used to deal with the received signal energy at different times ,
which was expressed as formula(16)
1
Fr _ sig (n) 
FFT ( Pr _ sig (0), Pr _ sig (1), Pr _ sig ( N )) (16)
max[ Fr _ sig (n)]
In practice, we can calculate the frequency response of the received signal energy, and then
calculate the euclidean distance, then matching a given scenewith a certain algorithm and feature.
Feature extraction of Les K factor. Les K factor characterizing the ratio of thethe direct path
energy and scattering component energy, the larger K value is ,the stronger the direct path energy is,
K   meansthe direct component is zero, without the presence of LOS, then, K   means that
the direct component is large enough and scattering component can be neglected, i.e. strong LOS
scenario. So Les K factor can be used as a measure of the direct path energy of the three scenarios
fingerprints.
Les K factor estimations mainly include KS statistical tests, moment estimation, maximum
likelihood estimation, a simple, high accuracy and computation method based on the estimated
moment, so this paper estimates a moment, two moments estimate.
1  E ( hn , k , ) 、  2  E ( hn , k , ) is the first moment and second moment, the relationship between
the 1 、 2 is as follows
2

2
 e K 
K
K 
f (K )  1 
( K  1) I 0 ( )  KI1 ( )  (17)

2
2 
2 4( K  1) 
Equation(17)is not closed-form solution with respect to K values, butcan be obtained through the
construction of the table look-up approach, which is to construct a function of the value tableof
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f ( K ) , solving minimum error corresponding to K values according to the table in this article, the
precision value of K Set 0.001. Table value of the curve shown inFig.1:
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Fig.1Relationship with K value curve
2

The parameters 1  E ( hn ,k , ) 、  2  E ( hn , k , ) are the key for K factor estimation, but the actual
hn ,k needs to be deal withdue to the effect of channel noise, fading and different delays. As the

followingsteps
(1) Calculation the channel response power delay profile (PDP):
2

PDP ( n, k )  hn , k , (18)

(2) Identify the PDP effective signal component
Signal acquisition is a pulse signal, the active ingredient means an a signal near the peak of the
pulse signal after exclusion of noise arriving through different paths, it is considered invalid signal
sampled when there is no arrive signal in the K = 100 sampling points.
(3) 1 、 2 are calculated using the look-up table, and the kth sample of Les K factor value
calculated after completion of all the statistical sample cumulative distribution function CDF.
Varying channel characteristics match
Based on the analysisabove, the normalized power spectrum Fr _ sig ( n) , delay spread  rms (n) and K
factor K CDF ( n) can be obtained. By extracting characteristic parameter configuration feature vector
of each scene, and then regard these feature vectors as the training sample, through a supervised
learning algorithm to classify aggregation model.
To complete the classification of the channel characteristics, this papergives the corresponding
improvement algorithm according to the studying typical supervised learning algorithm,K nearest
neighbor classification algorithm (KNN, k-Nearest Neighbor). K-nearest neighbor classification
algorithm is one of themost classic approach data mining classification techniques. The core idea
KNN algorithm is that if a sample of K in the feature space most adjacent sample belongs to a
category, the sample also falls into this category, and the category having the sample characteristics.
The method based solely on the nearest one or several categories of samples to determine the category
to be sub-sample belongs in determining the classification decision,andonly related with a very small
amount of adjacent samples. Since KNN method is mainly limited by the surrounding adjacent
samples, rather than the discrimination class field, so it is more suitable for overlap or class field of
more sample set.
KNN classification algorithm is performed in two steps, first established feature space, in this
model established feature space using three scenes feature vector composed of 15 samples, due to the
cross-border use KNN classification algorithm, so the establishment of the sample feature vectors as
follows :
T

T

C (n) =  K CD
F ( n) , Fr_sig (n)  (19)

Fr _ sig ( n) , K CDF (n) of C ( n) from the same sample. Therefore, 15 samples constitute a

characteristic feature vector space. For any sample, KNN algorithm should select a threshold
valuefirstly, then placethe test sample into the feature space, calculate theeuclidean distance between
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test samplee and featurre space eigeenvectors, w
when the Eu
uclidean disstance is greeater than th
he thresholdd
value, this feature vector will not be considerred, the num
mber of featu
ure within thhe ball of th
he thresholdd
will be coount amonng the three scenarioss, determin
nation test samples beelonging to
o the scenee
whosenum
mber of channnelis the larrgest.
Consideering the lim
mited trainin
ng samples in this mod
del, it will result
r
in a m
miscarriage of justice iff
simple classsification with
w severall recent resuults of samp
ple. Thus, the algorithm
m can be im
mproved byy
dividing thhe original space into two spacess, establish a K factor of feature space DK and
a receivee
signals norrmalized poower spectraal feature sppace D F , K CDF
o
to takee
(n)  DK ， Fr_sig (n)  DK . In order
C
advantage of all the features
f
vecctorsof objeect space, and give diffferent weigghts accordance to thee
Euclidean distance, noow establish
h the follow
wing evaluattion function
n:
N 
Length( K CDF (n)) Length( Fr_r_sig (n)) 
 (20
W = 

0)


F
F
(
n
)
n 1  K CDF ( n)  K test
r_sig
test


K test , Ftest were testing samplees of the K--factor and normalized
d power speectrum of th
he receivedd
signal, Length( K CDF ( n)) and Leength( Fr_sig ( n)) are the length of tw
wo types feaature vectorrs. From thee
fa
the distance betw
ween the tesst sample feeature vectoors,the smalller weights..
weight funnction, the farther
The maxim
mum weightt of the final scene is w
where the tesst sample sccene.
Performan
nce Simulaation and Found
In orderr to analyzeethe main faactors affectting thechan
nnel, three known scenne of the received dataa
and two sccenes to bee matched data
d
is giveen, and then
n feature ex
xtraction annd matching
g measuredd
according tto the abovee method.
Channeel Response Analysis.. In order tto verify thee algorithm for channeel estimation accuracy,,
this paper analyzetim
me domainsiignal under three scenaariosfirstly, the originaal received data signall
amplitude as shown innFig.2:

Fig.2The three‐d
dimensional aamplitudemaap of originallly received daata signal

ough the leeast squares estimation, to give im
mpulse response of thee
After reeceiving thee signal thro
channel, annd then let the filter ass the input ssignal and convolvewi
c
ith the estim
mated chann
nel impulsee
response, rresults are shown inFig
g.3:

Fig.3 Thethree‐dim
T
mensional amp
plitude map of
o equivalentt filter estimaated channel

It is shoows that thee three-dimeensional maap ofequivaalent filter th
hrough the channel aree almost thee
same with the originall map, it is possible
p
to ddetermine th
hat the estim
mation methhod is valid,, the error iss
small by coomparison.
Channeel variable parameterr simulatioon.For the issue,it
i
can
n get the thhree normallized signall
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energy change over timebased on the given scenes, as shown in Fig.4:
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Fig.4 Three scenarios of normalized time-domain diagram and the received signal energy spectrum diagram

Fig.4shows that signal energy change can be fast or slow, because the sender signal is the same
within the different samples, so the energy of the received signal can represent the changes of slow
and fast characteristics of channel. In order to further describe the change of the channel relationship
between speed and signal power spectrum, transform it to frequency domainand can be seen: scene 1
change fast, the corresponding high frequency component is rich. The high frequency components of
the scene 2 and 3 are poor. So it can use the received signal power spectrum as a parameter to
characterizethe rate of channel change.
The simulation results ofLes K factor. Through a given sample data, the measurement data of all
five groups of three scenes Les K factor is as follows:
Tab 1Themean Les K factor of the three scenes

1
2
3
4
5
average
Scene 1 4.32
4.71
4.56
5.31
5.20
4.86
Scene 2 4.33
4.67
3.84
5.52
5.36
4.74
Scene 3 6.11
6.69
6.23
6.32
6.25
6.32
It can be seen thatLes K factor as an indicator parameter can distinguish three scenes.Scene three
can be separated from the other two scenes. The thirdscenes has a rich direct path than the other two
scenes, the test scene may be located in relatively open areas.
The improved KNN classification algorithm for identify the channel scene.The conclusion of
the two above just researched from the subjective, in order to identify objectivity, it can use the KNN
classification algorithm.
To get an accurate determination result, and maximize the use of useful information, it can be
calculated weights between the given samples and the build spaceaccording to formula(20), with the
following results shown in Tab 2:
Tab 2 Combined KNN algorithm weight of each scene

Channel scene1
Channel scene2
Channel scene3
Data sample 1（ i  1 ）
2
0.89
0.66
Data sample 2（ i  2 ）
1.43
1.47
1.02
From the improved KNN algorithm, the final result is that: data 1 "Test1ForScene.mat" belongs to
category Scene 1, data 2 "Test2ForScene.mat" belongs to Category 2 scenes.
Conclusions
This paperanalysis the characteristics of the radio channel, including time-varying characteristics,
the multipath characteristics that direct path energy proportion in the total energy according to
extractthe characteristic parameters of the time-varying channel. An improved KNN algorithm is put
forwards to match the scene. Simulation and experimental results show that the algorithm can better
describe the time-varying channel characteristics, and plays an important role in the modeling of
time-varying channel.
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